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                                                    Plus des avises des clients (Anglais) ...

                                    
            
                
                        
            
            
                
                    PDF Annotator is an excellent product. I use it extensively when lecturing... nothing else I've tried comes close to matching its capabilities and ease of use.                

                
                    Gregory Buckner                    NC State University                    Raleigh, NC                

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    I can safely say that PDF Annotator is one of the  most helpful/useful programs I have ever used.                

                
                    Daniel E.                    Virginia Tech                    Blacksburg, VA                

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    As an online tutor in Chemistry, I continue to use PDF Annotator every day and I really appreciate all the functionality it has! It makes a big difference in what I do.                

                
                    Darrol Colgur                                        Summerland, BC                

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    I have tried so many of these pdf programs including adobe and your product is the best I have used. I consider it to be my best productivity secret. I have been using it for years and still think it is awesome. Well done.                

                
                    Julian Hurrell                                        New South Wales, Australia                

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    PDF Annotator will be installed on any of my laptops since I started inking on my Lenovo Windows tablet roughly 9 years ago, an amazing tool to annotate PDF-files.                

                
                    Remo Knops                    remo-knops.com                    The Netherlands                

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    I just want to congratulate you on the good work you did creating and improving PDF Annotator. It really makes many computer tasks easier for me.                

                
                    David B.                                        California                

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    I tried a heap of different Windows 8 apps for PDF note taking for university and PDF Annotator outshone all the rest.                

                
                    Justin Wilson                                        Brisbane, Australia                

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    I think your tool is very powerful, and useful for me as a student. It is a much better price point (especially for students) than Nitro Pro or other such programs.                

                
                    Michael Lydon                                        Astoria, NY                

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    I love the product. It has enabled me to use my surface 3 to be able to fill out documents and sign using the stylus.                

                
                    Elias Papadopoulos                    RE/MAX Unlimited                    Massachusetts                

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    PDF Annotator is my reliable work instrument day after day. I'm a high roi CRM consultant, and I find really great the freedom with which I can really do what I want in my documents. I can add  my notes, highlight the most important parts, insert signatures, photos, drawings and more. It's very useful for sharing work with my employees and to show progress of every project for my clients. Thanks to the staff for this amazing product!                

                
                    Angelo Paglialonga                    High Roi CRM Consultant                    Italy                

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    I use the software extensively and rate it as excellent.                

                
                    Richard Kenderdine                    Kenderdine Maths                    Australia                

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    Just upgraded LOVE this tool @PDFAnnotator always customer centric and adding features that make sense                

                
                    Rich Lauwers                    @richlauwers                    Chicago, IL                

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    Your software has allowed me to do lecturing in the way that I always thought it should be done -- it just took 30 years into my career before it became available to me!                

                
                    Eric Gill                    Memorial University of Newfoundland                    Canada                

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    Just wanted to take a minute and tell you how useful PDF annotator has been for our Tech Support team. We  are now able to add detailed instructions for troubleshooting directly on the hydraulic and electrical schematics we send to mechanics in the field. They can then take these instructions with them as they conduct troubleshooting on the unit. This has allowed us to cut down on the number of call backs for additional information and has provided a valuable teaching tool to the mechanics.                

                
                    Bill Pease                    Technical Support Manager, Altec Industries                    St. Joseph, MO                

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    We have utilized this software to mark-up pdf files and it is amazing. This is just another tool to help our clients prepare for trial.                

                
                    Bonnie T. Ruffin                    President, Ruffin Consulting, Inc.                    Wilson, NC                

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    The real power and "Ah-ha" moment is when I pull up PDF Annotator in a video conference and my PDF becomes a virtual whiteboard.  I write notes, edit drawings, solve problems, fill in blanks, in the group environment as if we are in a meeting room together.  The whiteboard in the palm of my hand is my new most powerful application.   I can live without most of the apps on my tablet if I have to.  I can't live without PDF Annotator.                

                
                    Rick Seger                    President, N-trig Inc.                    Austin, TX                

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    I have been an avid fan of PDF annotator for six years (I'm in science research).  So I just wanted to email you and say THANK YOU! Thanks for creating such a great program and for making software that is so user friendly. As a consumer, I really appreciate it and you are definitely the exception in the field.                

                
                    Anne Cherry                    Harvard University                    Cambridge, MA                

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    I love your PDF Annotator. It is an awesome piece of software. Saves me a bunch of steps when signing documents and returning them electronically. My TabletPC just became about 10 times more useful because of it.                

                
                    Steve Martin                    smarttech.guru                    Herriman, UT                

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    This is one of my essential pieces of software for my work, now.                

                
                    K.J. Northrup                                        South Carolina                

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    I just wanted to say this product is spectacular. It changes a tablet from a very cool, useful product to a must have device. In academia I read over one hundred PDF files a year and give all my presentations as projected PDF files. PDF Annotator completely changes the experience of reviewing papers and responding to audience comments in presentations. Great stuff. All prior solutions for marking PDF files were woefully inadequate.                

                
                    Sean Gailmard                    Assistant Professor, UC Berkeley                    Berkeley, CA                

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    Your product is the only one out there I've seen that handles the annotation features I need and does work great for those.                

                
                    Christine Trosztmer                                        Ontario, Canada                

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    I have been very pleased with PDF Annotator. I thought it was a bit expensive at $50, but it has already paid for itself in saved color printer charges for 3 manuscripts that I have marked up and emailed to authors.                

                
                    Pete Riley                    Senior Scientist                    San Diego, CA                

            

        

        
                            

            
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    It is really a great aid to instructors. I have my students turn in papers in PDF and then I grade them on my tablet. It saves me from carrying around hundreds of pages of printed material. I would strongly recommend your program to college instructors.                

                
                    Fred Terry                    University of Michigan                    Ann Arbor, MI                

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    PDF Annotator is the BEST tablet application I have used since purchasing my TabletPC a few months ago. I signed a PDF contract last night and sent it to a client, saving paper and time. Thank you -- it is exactly what I need. Please continue making great software.                

                
                    Valerie A. Williams                    President, OneHipSista Design Inc.                    New York                

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    The trial period sold me on PDF Annotator and the price was far and away the lowest for the high functionality. Good job!                

                
                    M. Stone                                        California                

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    I love your product, and it has marked the first shareware product that i've actually purchased over the past fifteen or so years of active internet use. It was completely worth every dollar, especially after struggling with the line/drawing tool (or whatever you want to call it) with Adobe Reader and Acrobat. Thank you!                

                
                    Brian McWilliams                    Ph.D. Student, Baylor College of Medicine                    Houston, TX                

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    It is a simple and powerful product, I am using it a lot. Thanks guys for developing that wonderful product.                

                
                    C. Guimaraes                                        Brasilia                

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    It's a great program.  I've been recommending it to many of my colleagues. I use Adobe Acrobat 7 Professional, and I'm sure it has ways of accomplishing many of the same functions, but your program is very simple to learn and to use (unlike Acrobat 7).                

                
                    Joan Prout                                        New York                

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    I am in love with it and use it on a daily basis.                

                
                    Kyle Andrews                                        Michigan                

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    This product rocks. I am running Annotator on Windows XP Tablet Edition, and it changed my life. I'm a scientist and I read and annotate papers for a living, and now I do not need hardcopy anymore. I just sent Adobe an e-mail scolding them because I think your product is so much better than theirs, not to mention cheaper.                

                
                    Jonathan Lilly                    Earth and Space Research                    Seattle, WA                

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    You're doing a great job for providing such a good application. Keep up the good work.                

                
                    Bilgin Esme                                        Istanbul, Turkey                

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    It's a killer-app on a TabletPC.                

                
                    Alexei Gilchrist                                        Brisbane, Australia                

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    I teach for a living and use your product on my Tablet to edit my manuals while I am teaching. Your software has saved me countless hours and is a pleasure to use. Thank you for creating it!                

                
                    Raymond Schaff                                        California                

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    Thanks a lot: PDF Annotator is one of the best piece of software for Tablet PC users.                

                
                    Stéphane Torres                                        France                

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    It saves me a tremendous amount of time now that I can sign forms and documents on my tablet without having to print them out, have them signed, then re-scan back into the PC.                

                
                    Darren Craig                                        Great Britain                

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    Other than OneNote, this is the most frequently used pen-enabled program I use. I don't know how I would be a professor without it.                

                
                    Gordon Watts                    University of Washington                    Seattle, WA                

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    Teaching with a tablet pc was so cumbersome before I found your product. PDF Annotator picks up  and smooths out all the strokes (even when I write very quickly) so that they are more elegant and legible than my actual handwriting!                

                
                    Timothy Van Zandt                    Professor of Economics, INSEAD                    France                

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    Thanks for all of the new presentation design features. The Annotator can be easily used with PDF presentations to put on an excellent show that is superior to what can be done with Powerpoint and Inking applications.                

                
                    Sam Henkel                    University of North Carolina                    Chapel Hill, NC                

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    PDF Annotator on a Tablet is fabulous for giving University lectures. It combines the flexibility and immediacy of an overhead projector with the multimedia capabilities of a PC. It leaves a permanent record of the lecture without the hassle of printing and sorting lots of transparency sheets. An outstanding product.                

                
                    Dr. John D. McKinley                    Queen's University                    Belfast                

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    I have said it once but I will say it again... PDF Annotator is the BEST program I have ever used on a tablet PC!!!!!                

                
                    Don Tyler                                        Texas                

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    The PDF annotator is what I've been looking for in PDF annotating software for years. As a professional student studying for my board examinations, this software is incredible. It is everything OneNote is not and more.                

                
                    Zachary Reiff                    Southern Illinois University                    School of Dental Medicine                

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    Thanks for making an amazing product. There are lots of annotating and note-taking products out there, but yours is by-far the best and most effective. It is helping me immensely in school.                

                
                    Ahmad B.                                        Augusta, GA                

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    It’s a wonderful tool for me at college. I use it daily, because it’s so smooth for classwork.                

                
                    Adam F.                    UCONN                    Storrs, CT                

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    As a university professor teaching numerous online courses, PDF Annotator made it possible to communicate with my students and colleagues in creative ways. Congratulations on developing and sharing an outstanding communication/interaction software tool.  Your work has contributed to making distance teaching and learning a great experience for both students and faculty.                

                
                    Richard Lillie                    Associate Professor of Accounting, California State University                    San Bernardino, CA                

            

        

        
                                            

        

                                            
            
                
                        
            
            
                
                    Love the program. Extremely easy to use and does a great job.                

                
                                                                            

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    Great software                

                
                                                                            

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    We really like the program and use it every day all of us.                

                
                                                                            

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    Love the product.                

                
                                                                            

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    It's nice and easy to use software. Thanks.                

                
                                                                            

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    Nobody has cared or commented that I never touched physical paper. It's saved me hours of effort and frustration. Thank you for making your product!                

                
                                                                            

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    It's a wonderful product.                

                
                                                                            

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    I have bought Pdf Annotator recently. I think it is a great program. Finally I can annotate other's pdf files!                

                
                                                                            

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    Fantastic teaching device - always facing students and no need to turn my back on class anymore.                

                
                                                                            

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    Please keep up the good work!                

                
                                                                            

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    Well done on a great product!! (I should have discovered this software YEARS ago!!!                

                
                                                                            

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    So far, I have been mostly doing with Annotator what I used to do with Acrobat. Your software is much less clunky than Adobe's with more useful editing tools, especially for graphic work.                

                
                                                                            

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    I looooove PDF Annotator                

                
                                                                            

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    PDF annotator is my main tool for editing, and I think it is great.                

                
                                                                            

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    Saves me a lot of time not having to print, sign, and scan business documents that require my signature. I can work remote from printers/scanners.                

                
                                                                            

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    Love it!!                

                
                                                                            

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    At conferences, we present Annotator as THE solution for replacing the blackboard, whether online or not.                

                
                                                                            

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    Thank you for a well supported and fantastic piece of software.                

                
                                                                            

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    Great application used each day.                

                
                                                                            

            

        

        
                            

            
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    Fantastic program. Always works well. Allows me to think about what I'm reading and what I want to write, without worrying about appearances.                

                
                                                                            

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    Thanks for your efforts. I found Annotator a useful tool in my work.                

                
                                                                            

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    You make a very good job.                

                
                                                                            

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    This is a must for students in professional programs like law, medicine, pharmacy, etc.                

                
                                                                            

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    I'm a math teacher and use this for my online classes. It's amazingly helpful to students for me to be able to pinpoint where they started to go wrong. Thanks for your awesomely goo product!                

                
                                                                            

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    Very fine product                

                
                                                                            

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    Pdf annotator is a brilliant productivity tool . Thanks.                

                
                                                                            

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    Very pleased with programme I searched for about 2 years to find something suitable. This programme gives me an edge in my business.                

                
                                                                            

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    Very useful application, fun too!                

                
                                                                            

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    Using for less than a month and I can't believe how helpful it has been so far. Looking forward to finding more uses in the field of construction.                

                
                                                                            

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    I've been a happy customer for over 4 years. Thank you                

                
                                                                            

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    Your product is excellent.                

                
                                                                            

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    It is an amazing product. Moreover, you included all the features I requested in the past. You guys rock!                

                
                                                                            

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    Awesome software, keep up the great work!                

                
                                                                            

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    Thanks, this is really useful software!                

                
                                                                            

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    Use it all the time and love it. Thank you!                

                
                                                                            

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    Love it                

                
                                                                            

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    I have Acrobat 11 pro and Bluebeam Revu along with some Nuance and other PDF products. Annotator is one of the reasons I have different PDF programs. Annotator does its job very well and doesn't try to be all things-to all documents.                

                
                                                                            

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    A great tool for annotation, for affordable cost.                

                
                                                                            

            

        

        
                                            

        

                                                    

                

            

        
        
            
                
                    
                                                    Plus des avises des clients (Allemand) ...

                                    
            
                
                        
            
            
                
                    Die Investition in den PDF Annotator 6 lohnt sich auf jeden Fall und erspart im Alltag eine Menge Arbeit. Außerdem vereint der PDF Annotator 6 ein Programm zur Bearbeitung von PDF-Dateien mit einem digitalen Block, da neue PDF-Dateien schnell erstellt und abgespeichert werden können. In meinen Augen sollte der PDF Annotator somit auf keinem Microsoft Surface Pro 4 (oder vergleichbarem Gerät) fehlen.                

                
                    Patrick Miehling                    mein-surface.de                    Marburg, Deutschland                

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    PDF Annotator 5 ist zur Version 4 ein Riesenschritt nach vorne, das Arbeiten, in meinem Fall auf einem Microsoft Surface Pro mit Stift, geht jetzt noch viel leichter und angenehmer. Macht einfach nur Spass, Kompliment!                

                
                    Tomas Hajek                                        Schweiz                

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    Der PDF-Annotator ist ein Tool, auf das ich seit Jahren nicht mehr verzichten möchte, das einzige auf Tablets vernünftig nutzbare PDF Tool. Und das zu vernünftigen und fairen Konditionen.                

                
                    Prof. Dr. Arnd Steinmetz                    Hochschule Darmstadt                    Darmstadt                

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    Ich nutze PDF-Annotator auf einem Convertible-Notebook, so dass ich in vollem Umfang auch die Stifteingabe nutzen kann. Insbesondere dieses Merkmal sorgt dafür, dass ich mir PDF-Annotator aus dem täglichen Umgang mit PDF-Dateien nicht mehr wegdenken kann. Auf einfachste Weise lese und redigiere ich Texte ganz so, wie ich es auch mit Papierdokumenten tun konnte. Jetzt kann ich meine Arbeitsergebnisse aber sofort wieder elektronisch weiterverarbeiten und versenden. Das erleichtert und beschleunigt meine Arbeitsabläufe ungemein - insbesondere unterwegs.                

                
                    Sebastian Vries                    Feuerwehrakademie Hamburg                    Hamburg                

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    Eine ganz ausgezeichnete Software, die mir die Arbeit - ich arbeite intensiv mit eBooks - erheblich erleichtert. Nach so einem Werkzeug habe ich viele Jahre gesucht!                

                
                    Mag. Christian Eigner                    Büro für PerspektivenManagement                    Österreich                

            

        

        
                            

            
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    Ich finde Ihr Programm super einfach zu bedienen und super praktisch um unnötigen Papierkram zu vermeiden.                

                
                    Stefan Kienle                                        Deutschland                

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    Tolle Software - kein Problem bei der Installation. Schlank und schnell. Habe Empfehlung an alle unsere Studenten rausgegeben, sich die Software anzuschaffen.                

                
                    Univ. Doz. Mag. Dr. Arnulf Josef Hartl                    Medizinische Privatuniversität Paracelsus                    Salzburg, Österreich                

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    Ich setze Ihr Produkt in meinen Lehrveranstaltungen ein und bin sehr zufrieden damit.                

                
                    Prof. Dr. Werner Zimmermann                    Fachhochschule Esslingen                    Esslingen                

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    PDF Annotator ist wirklich eine geniale Sache auf dem Tablet-PC. Die Überarbeitung von Dokumenten macht richtig Spaß.                

                
                    Benjamin Föry                                        Deutschland                

            

        

        
                                            

        

                                            
            
                
                        
            
            
                
                    Bisher das beste Programm mit dem man richtige Notizen in ein PDF-Dokument schreiben kann!                

                
                                                                            

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    Top-Programm                

                
                                                                            

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    Optimales Programm für meine Anwendung als technischer Ausbilder!                

                
                                                                            

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    Nur ganz kurz: Annotator ist einfach s u p e r ! Ach ja, da ist noch etwas : Ihre persönlichen Tips, Anleitungen und Informationen sind einmalig und kaum noch zu überbieten. Ganz herzlichen Dank.                

                
                                                                            

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    Funktioniert einwandfrei - schnelles und einfach zu bedienendes Werkzeug - SUPER                

                
                                                                            

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    Super Software                

                
                                                                            

            

        

        
                            

            
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    Perfektes Programm im täglichen Einsatz!                

                
                                                                            

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    Ich finde das Produkt immer noch toll, auch den Service drumherum (regelmäßige E-Mails mit Hinweisen auf weitere Funktionen).                

                
                                                                            

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    Eines meiner Lieblingsprogramme                

                
                                                                            

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    Bisher unschlagbares Tool.                

                
                                                                            

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    Wirklich ein super Werkzeug, das seinesgleichen sucht!                

                
                                                                            

            

        

        
                                
                        
            
            
                
                    Derzeit bestes Programm am Markt!!!                

                
                                                                            

            

        

        
                                            

        

                                                    

                

            

        
                

            
            
                
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                                                            
                                            
                                                Abonner des trucs et astuces PDF et des remises :                                            
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